
made it necessary to end the project December 19, 1972.
Subsequent plans are to reinstate the project as soon as
air support becomes available.

The topographic survey party, acting on supplemental
project orders, deployed to Byrd and Pole Stations to re-
observe the geodetic station (Astro Pier) occupied in
last season's test program. Four days were spent in con-
tinuous collection of data from Navy satellites 60 and
68. The data have been reduced, and the 1972-1973 de-
rived positions are 80000'36.689"S. 119°30'04.493"W.
at Byrd Station and 89°5929.276"S. 26014'14.104"W.
at Pole Station.

Other survey work of the House party included es-
tablishing positions for the Lake Bonney drillhole site
selected for the Dry Valley Drilling Project and recheck-
ing an EDM traverse line established during the 1971-
1972 field season for 1:50,000-scale orthophotomapping.

The wintering-over assignments at Pole, Casey, and
Palmer Stations require continual satellite observation in
support of ice-movement investigations and polar-motion
and scintillation studies, which are expected to last 3
years. The stations will also provide support for roving
teams of geoceiver observers deployed in support of
geophysical and mapping projects. Palmer Station track-
ing equipment is operated by D. K. Yates and P. D.
Smith from Applied Research Laboratories. Pole station
equipment is operated by Robin D. Worcester and David
W. Bennett from U.S. Geological Survey. Casey Station
equipment is operated by H. L. Supp from Applied Re-
search Laboratory and Robert F. Wilson, U.S. Geological
Survey.

The survey teams became operational at Palmer on
December 3, 1972, at Casey on January 22, and at Pole
Station on February 11. Data acquisition at the three sta-
tions has been excellent. Except for communications
blackouts between McMurdo and the other stations, the
data have been transmitted to the Applied Physics Lab,
Johns Hopkins University, without significant delay.

Data reduction and analysis has been completed
through day 109 (April 19), and the results have been
relayed to the appropriate stations and scientific investi-
gators. In addition, computations are under way for four
sites established by Wilson in support of an Australian
traverse from Casey Station.

The logistics effort to place the geoceiver equipment
and personnel on site at Palmer and Casey Stations was
no easy task and was made possible only through interna-
tional cooperation. We in the U.S. Geological Survey
gratefully acknowledge the effort of the Instituto Anta-
ártico Argentino to fly our men and equipment into Pal-
mer Station in time to meet the needs of the Lassiter
Coast project and of the Antarctic Division, Department
of Science, Australia, for housing our men and their
equipment at Casey Station and for providing ship
transportation.

The work described herein was supported by the Na-

tional Science Foundation under interagency agreement
AG-177.4.
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During the 1972-1973 austral summer lava appeared
in the crater of Mount Erebus, Ross Island, and some
explosive activity occurred.

The crater was visited for 5 hours on February 4,
1973, to monitor the new volcanic activity and to sup-
plement observations made earlier by New Zealand sci-
entists who spent about 11 days, during the middle of
the field season, observing the activity and collecting
samples. Philip Kyle was with this group too.

On February 4, 1973, a U.S. Navy helicopter landed
us at 12,000 feet. We climbed the remaining 500 feet to
the top of the crater and observed the crater floor. Most
of the time the crater was filled with steam, and it was
difficult to detect any activity. During momentary clear
periods, however, it was possible to see cracks develop
in the skin of the magma pool and to observe red molten
lava. While we were there, an ash-rock eruption took
place with great vigor. The first sign of the eruption was
a loud roar that continued to grow in volume as a plume
of ash and rocks was thrown about 400 feet into the air.
Some fragments were observed to fall on a remnant of
an older lava lake that is situated about 400 feet above
the level of the present lava lake.

We walked around the crater to observe and photo-
graph the activity from several vantage points and noted
that the fumes from the vent were sulphurous, that
steaming ground was common, and that the crater is
dotted with several glassy bombs that may have been pro-
duced by the present activity. Kyle noted that the inner
crater had collapsed further.

Several pounds of glassy, anorthoclase trachyte (ken-
yte) and many of the abundant anorthoclase crystals
that now occur as a lag in the crater area were collected
for analysis.

When Treves visited this area in 1970, and Kyle in
1972, there was no lava in the crater. Earlier observa-
tions indicating that the vent was active were made by
geologists with Robert Falcon Scott some 60 years ago
and by James Ross in 1841.
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